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Overview 
This document is intended for use solely by the current Division Coordinators of Duxbury 
Youth Softball (DYS).  Any use by other than this intended audience is strictly prohibited. 

This document is intended to provide instruction on the features of the Duxbury Youth 
Softball website for Division Coordinators.  It only focuses on those features and 
functions that Coordinators have access to.  Features and information beyond this 
scope can be found in other Duxbury Youth Softball guides.  Not every aspect of the 
site will be described in this document, so feel free to read the online help available on 
the website for any details that are not covered here. 

The DYS Division Coordinators will receive a password that will give them access to the 
functions described in this document.  Each year, the password will be changed and 
re-distributed.  The webmaster, in conjunction with the board and coordinators, may 
opt to create separate passwords for each coordinator and restrict the access to 
teams in each division, or provide a single password to allow access to all teams.  There 
are pros and cons to each option.   The following is a list of available functions that 
come with the Coordinator password, not all of which will be addressed here: 

• Post Messages (News Items) on the league, coach, officials, and team news 
pages (this is discussed in the Board Guide, and not addressed here) 

• View, download, and send emails to lists of members (this is discussed in the 
Board Guide, and not addressed here) 

• View and download Registration data (this is discussed in the Board Guide, and 
not addressed here) 

• Create and edit Surveys and View Survey results (this is described in detail in the 
Site Manual on the web site and not addressed here) 

• Upload Documents (this is described in detail in the Site Manual on the web site 
and not addressed here) 

• Create and edit Links (this is described in detail in the Site Manual on the web site 
and not addressed here) 

• Create picture albums and upload pictures to the league and team pages (this 
is described in detail in the Coaches’ Guide and in the Site Manual on the web 
site and not addressed here) 
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• Upload or remove Files (this is described in detail in the Site Manual on the web 
site and not addressed here) 

• Add General Events to the Events Calendar (this is discussed in the Board Guide, 
and not addressed here) 

• Create and edit Team Rosters 

• Create and Edit Games and Practices for the Team Schedules 

• Export Schedules to Excel 

• Assign Umpires to games 

• Enter Game Results 

 

Please note that, at this time, only Division Coordinators can enter Game Results, and 
only Division Coordinators can enter and make changes to the schedules.  You must 
provide your coaches with instructions on how to communicate game results to you 
after each game has completed.  Additionally, if you need to make a change to the 
scheduling of a game, or to set up a practice, the coaches must contact you to do 
that.  This allows you to manage the availability of our fields, and for games, to ensure 
both teams are okay with changes to games schedules. 

Important Security Policy 
The Division Coordinator password provides access to important features of the web 
site.  This password must not be shared with any person under ANY circumstances.  Any 
coordinator found to be in violation of this security policy will have their Division 
Coordinator password disabled. 

Browser Support 
You can access the DYS website from any browser, however to perform administrative 
functions (as discussed in this document) you should be using Microsoft Internet Explorer 
version 5.5 or higher.  Certain features may not be available or work properly in any 
other browser.  

Page caching and popup blockers should also be disabled for the web site.  If your 
browser is caching pages, you may not see current content without hitting the REFRESH 
button.  Also, certain pages in the website are displayed in pop-up windows, such as 
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help pages.  Further information on this topic can be found on the web site in the FAQ 
section. 

Logging on to the Website as a Coordinator 
The DYS website is easily accessed by navigating to our URL, 
http://www.duxburyyouthsoftball.org.  Across the top of the page, you should see a list 
of Menu Headers (the exact list may change from time to time): DYS Home, Teams, and 
Admin.  To identify yourself to the website as a Division Coordinator with security access 
permissions, click on the Admin menu header.  This will bring up a page where you can 
log in. 

As in the screen shot below, you will see a box labeled with “Restricted Area”.  To log in 
use the following information: 

Your Full Name:  {simply type in your first and last name} 

Password:   {the password should have been emailed to you separately} 

Then, click the submit button.  If you get any errors, you may try again, just be sure your 
“Caps Lock” key is not on.  The password is case sensitive. 
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Once you have successfully logged in, you should see a page similar to the one below.  
The main body of the page shows you a list of New Features that League Athletics has 
added.  Along the left side, you will also notice new menu options that allow you to 
perform administrative tasks.  These will be discussed through the rest of this document. 
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Additional Resources for Help and Information 
In the above screen shot, the top group of menu items are areas you can go for more 
information and help.  These are terrific resources you should explore.  The Admin Forum 
is a forum for Administrators of other League Athletics users from across the country.  This 
is a place for administrators to ask each other questions, and share ideas.  The Site 
Manual, Manager’s Manual, and FAQ sections contain instructional information 
provided by League Athletics.   These are all great sources of help.  This manual 
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specifies these features, in relationship to how we have implemented them for our own 
purposes, and should be referenced first, as a result. 

Create and Edit Team Rosters 
Prior to building team rosters, some set up must have occurred.  As of this writing, these 
steps are intended to be performed by the web master.  These setup steps include: 

• Define a new Season (2009 Season, for example) 

• Set up and activate Registrations for each division for parents to register their 
children in 

• Create the appropriate Leagues/Divisions within the Season (Grades 1&2, etc.) 

• Create and name the appropriate number of teams in each division as 
communicated by you, based on the number of players registered in each 
(includes setting appropriate team security and sponsors) 

Once the league structure is created, and players have registered, you can start 
building and adjusting team rosters using these steps.  First, from the left hand menu, 
click on “Rosters”, and you should be brought to a screen like the one shown below. 
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Notice that just to the left of each field is a blue question mark.  Clicking on a question 
mark will always pop up a help message for the field in question.  Do not be afraid to 
use this (requires pop-ups to be allowed by your browser). 

This feature is designed to work on one team at a time.  So, first, you must specify the 
team.  Do so by choosing the Season and Team from the first two drop downs. 

The next field says “Select Participants”.  This is asking you what list of potential players 
that could be placed on the team would you like shown.  There are two choices, 
“Currently Unassigned”, and “All Participants”.  The theory that is if you choose 
“Currently Unassigned”, you will see those players still waiting to be assigned to a team.  
In reality, this only works well if there have been no other teams created previously in 
this Season.  For example, if teams were created for a January clinic, and a player was 
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put on a January Clinic team, then the system thinks that player has already been 
assigned to a team this Season, and won’t show her if you select “Currently 
Unassigned”.  To be safe, leave this set to “All Participants”, and simply double check 
the team lists. 

For Type, select “Players Only”.  No need to assign parents to teams. 

The only other thing you need to pick, is “Registered In”.  That is because we already 
divide our registrations up by grade.  So, no need to specify any Gender, Born Between, 
or Grades.  All you need to do is select the registration program you want from the drop 
down list. 

Then, click “Submit”.  You should see another screen come up that looks like this. 
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The above screen is intended to allow you to further filter the list of players to choose 
from based on the answers they supplied during registration.  For example, we generally 
ask how many years girls have played softball.  You could specify here that you want to 
see girls who have played a certain number of years.  In general, you can leave this 
screen blank, and just click Submit. 

The next screen should look like the screen below.  In this example, Team 3 has already 
been filled up, so you can see the roster.  Coaches are included in the team roster.  To 
the right, you’ll see the list of members who signed up in the registration program you 
selected back on screen 1, but are not yet on this team.  If you click on a player’s 
name who is on the team, the player will be removed and the name will appear on the 
right side.  If you click on the name of a player on the right side, the player will be 
added to the team, and the name will appear in the Team 3 Roster on the left.  Once 
you are done, click “Save Roster”. 
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After clicking Save Roster, you’ll see a screen list the one below. 

 

This screen allow you to assign positions to players.  DO NOT ASSIGN ANYTHING OTHER 
THAN PLAYER to any player.  If you do, the list of available positions will begin to 
become unruly.  Besides, we do not really formally assign “positions” to players.  The 
only “Positions” that should be assigned are the coaches.  Also, leave the “Number” 
field blank.  This only specifies the order to list the players in.  Leaving them blank will 
display them alphabetically.  The two coaches who are shown above with a Number 
should not be changed.  These coaches are Board Members and that indicates their 
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position on the Contacts page.  NO NEED TO CHANGE ANYTHING ON THIS PAGE – just 
hit Submit, and you are done. 

Assigning Coaches to a Team 
At this time, the only good way to assign coaches is through the Members Screen.  At 
this time, only the webmaster(s) have access to this screen.  So, please simply have the 
webmaster make any assignments and adjustments to coaches. 

Building the Initial Schedule 
One of the easiest ways to build the initial schedule is in Excel.  The Webmaster can 
supply you with a spreadsheet that is in the correct format to allow the schedule to be 
uploaded in one step into the system.  This is not required.  If you prefer, you may build 
the whole schedule manually. 

Warning: 

Every time a game (or practice) is added or changed in any way, an email notice will 
be automatically sent to the coaches, umpires, players, and their families to notify them 
of the change.  Each Team has a flag that indicates if their schedule is “Live” or not.  
Make sure the webmaster has turned this flag off when building initial schedules where 
many changes may be taking place.  This will prevent flooding everyone with emails.  
After the schedule is “finalized”, then have the webmaster set the schedules to “Live”.  
At this point, the auto-generated emails are a terrific tool to inform players of actual 
schedule changes, and not just the many edits you may make while building the 
schedule.  Please make sure ALL schedules are Live prior to starting the season.  If you 
need to go back in and make bulk updates for any reason (like if all games at a field 
needed to be moved to a different field), you can have the webmaster temporarily 
turn off the “live” flag while the changes take place and then turn it back on. 

Creating New Games and Practices 
Now that the initial schedule is built, you will get requests to set up practices for teams, 
and during the season, you may need to re-schedule games, and even add new 
games.  Follow these steps when adding or moving games and practices. 

First, understand what the requested schedule item is.  What team(s) is involved, what is 
the date, time, duration, and field preference of the coaches?  The first thing you’ll 
likely want to do is check the availability of the fields.   Our website can show you what 
teams in OUR LEAGUE ONLY have booked a field.  You will not be able to see if other 
organizations have booked a field, but this is a good step to follow. 
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On the left hand menu, find the option (under “Scheduling”) labeled “Facility”.  Click 
on that to see the schedules for each field (our facilities are called “fields”).  You will see 
a screen like the one below. 

 

If you want, you can specify a date range you are interested in.  Today’s date should 
already show by default.  If you leave the Ending date empty, you’ll see all schedule 
events booked from today forward.  Now, choose the field you want to see from the 
drop down list and click “Show It”.  You should see a list of events booked at that field 
like the one below. 
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In the above example, you can see that there is only one game or practice on this field 
on any given day.  That is good – this field is not currently double booked.  You can see 
which teams have each field for games and practices.  This should help identify 
availability.  If you are ready, you can click the “New Game” link at the top if the listing.  
This allows you to also book practices, so don’t worry that it only says “New Game”.  
You can either click there, or the “New Game” menu item on the left.  Both go to the 
same place, as shown below. 
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This is the screen where you book the game or practice.  Please use the blue questions 
marks for help – they do help.  So, first, enter the date.  The TBD check box will mark the 
game as TBD.  Then, enter the start and finish times.  You must add a “p” or a “pm” after 
the times or it will assume AM.  Pick the field from the list in the drop down list.  Note that 
non-Duxbury fields are also in this list for traveling teams.  If you do not see your team in 
the list, contact the webmaster. 
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Now choose a Category, usually either Game or Practice.  Choose these with care – 
the teams will also see this and get confused if you make their “practice” into a 
“tryout”. 

Check the “Confirmed” box.  With this checked, the game (or practice) will show on 
the schedules with a check mark.  If you leave it unchecked, they will show with a “T” 
for “tentative”.  That could also be misleading, unless you mean for it to show as 
tentative.  Leave the “Cancelled” box unchecked.  You would check this box if the 
game were truly cancelled.  When you hit submit, the game would be removed, and 
the team would be emailed.  Generally, you’ll be picking new dates/times/locations for 
games, not cancelling them.  But, you may cancel a practice, or a game that was 
rained out and simply cannot be rescheduled before the playoffs begin. 

In the middle section, pick the season, then the team.  If this is a practice, just pick the 
team.  If this is a game against another Duxbury team, then pick the Home team here.  
Leave the “Or Winner” part empty.  That is for tournament bracket winners. 

Now, choose the Opponent, but ONLY if this is a game against another Duxbury team.  
That will be the “Away” team for the game. 

If the game is against a team from another town who is not part of our web site, then 
pick the Team as the Duxbury team (even if they are the “Away” team).  You will select 
the out of town opponent from the “Outside” drop down list.  IF the team is NOT in the 
Outside drop down list, then type the team in the Other box to the right of the Outside 
drop down.  This will result in creating a new team in the outside dropdown list which 
you will see next time around.  Try not to overload this list of Outside Teams.  Consider 
having one team in the list called “Halifax” for example, and use it for all games against 
any team from Halifax.  That will keep the list shorter and cleaner. 

The Notes field will display on the schedules.  In general, leave this blank. 

The officials list can be left blank, or you can select one or more people from the list.  
These will be assigned as Umpires for the game, and they will receive notifications and 
email reminders, just like the players will.  If you do not know what to put, leave this 
empty, and contact the Umpire Coordinator. 

Please coordinate the assignment of Umpires with the Umpire Coordinator!  The umpire 
assignments here require central coordination for fairness and also will affect the 
payments made to umpires. 

The “Send Notices To” section should be left all checked.  This will assure all are aware 
of the new or changed event. When you hit Submit, the game or practice will be 
added (or changed) on the schedule.  If the event is a Game, and both teams are 
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Duxbury teams, then the game will be added to both schedules – no need to add it 
again for the “other team”. 

If the schedules are marked as “Live”, then when you hit submit, if the game was 
entered successfully, an email will go out to all players, their families, and the coaches 
and umpires informing them they have this on their schedule now.  No extra email 
needs to be sent. 

If you double book a field by accident, the system will stop you.  You will see a page 
like the one below. 
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In this case, it just saved you a hassle.  Now go and find a better time for the event, or 
choose a different field. 

Re‐Scheduling Games and Practices 
To change games and practices you first need to locate the game or practice on the 
schedule.  First, make sure you are logged in as the Division Coordinator.  Then, 
navigate to the Team’s schedule who has the game or practice you need to change.  
From the Teams menu at the very top of the page, choose “Schedule”.  From the next 
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page, you may not already be at the team you are looking for.  If not, specify the 
League and Team drop downs on the page as shown below. 

 

In the screen above, you can see the list of games for this team.  To delete a game off 
the schedule, you can check the check boxes of the ones to delete, and click the 
Delete button.  To edit a game, click the icon to the left of the game you need to 
change (as shown by the arrow).  This takes you back to the same screen where you 
create new games.  Now, make the necessary changes, and save.  The team will be 
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emailed once you save the changes, provided that the schedules are “live”.  Do this to 
change the date, time, or location of a game or practice. 

Notice the Check Marks next to each game in the screen above.  The check mark 
means each game is “Confirmed”.  If you click on the Check Mark, it will turn itself into a 
“T”, for “Tentative”.  Clicking on a “T” will likewise turn it into a Check Mark.  Easy way to 
toggle all games at once. 

Exporting Schedules to Excel 
If you want to download the schedules to Excel, you can do that easily.  You may want 
to do this to email it to someone.  You can also manipulate the schedule after you 
download it, and use the same file to upload the changes back.  This can be a great 
way to make bulk changes (like moving the start time of every game to be an hour 
earlier).  When uploading bulk changes, consider turning off the “live” flag first to 
minimize the emails that will go out. 

At this time, only the webmaster can upload, or Import, schedules from Excel.  The 
reason for this is to give a second set of eyes a chance to make sure the data looks 
good.  Importing is fast and easy, but can also create headaches, like duplicating 
games, if not done correctly.  What you can do is download the schedule, make the 
changes, and email the Spreadsheet to the webmaster with instructions as to what you 
are trying to do. 

To download the schedules, look for the “Export” menu item on the Admin menu 
(where you logged in) or from the Admin menu at the top of the page.  You can supply 
a date range, and click Submit.  You will be asked if you want to open the downloaded 
file or save it to disk.  It is that easy. 

Entering Game Results in Bulk 
As the Division Coordinator, part of your job is to enter the results of the games in your 
division.  You should work out a process with your coaches on how they should 
communicate game results to you (phone, email, winning coach sends results, or home 
team sends results, etc.).  Once you know the results, there are two ways to enter them.  
To do a group of them all at once, click on “Results” from the left hand Admin menu (or 
from the Admin drop down menu at the top of the page).  Clicking on Results will bring 
up a list of all scheduled games whose date is in the past.  No future games are shown, 
and no Practices are shown.  If you have visibility to multiple divisions, make sure you 
enter results for the correct games.  There may be more than one Team 1 out there! 

When you click “Results”, you will see a screen similar to the one below. 
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As you see, there is only one game listed above, but there could be many.  Simply type 
in the score for each team (Home and Away) for all the games you are entering, and 
then click Submit.  That’s it! 

Entering/Changing Game Results (with Commentary) 
If you need to fix a mistake in game results entered, you cannot do that using the 
screen above.  Instead, you need to use the results page for a single team.  If you use 
this method, you can also enter game commentary.  Game commentary can be fun 
for players to read.  It can be a simple sentence or two that tells what happened, like 
“The game was a terrific battle, and was won with a clutch hit in the bottom of the last 
inning”.  To use this method, first navigate to the Team Page whose game you want to 
correct, or enter results for.  As before, make sure you have chosen the correct League 
and Team.  Also, you may need to navigate to the Results page for the team.  This is all 
shown in the screen shot below. 
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This is the results page for this team.  This will show only “Games” whose date is in the 
past, and therefore, eligible for results (you can’t enter results for games in the future).  
To enter results, click the icon to the right of the game, pointed to by the Red Arrow.  
DO NOT click the Red “X”.  That will delete the game off the schedule!!! 

When you click the icon to enter results, you will see a screen like the one below. 
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As you can see, this method of entering results gives you MUCH more control.  In the 
upper portion of the form, you should confirm the game scheduling is correct, but you 
should not need to change anything.  The only thing you MUST enter is the score for the 
home team and the away team, as shown in red circles. 

There are two other fields to care about. The Comments section is for game 
commentary, and will be visible to all visitors of the site.  Leave this blank unless you 
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have this information supplied to you from one of the coaches. Before entering, make 
sure the wording is appropriate to the general public, please. 

Important: As of this writing, the Board has decided to track the games that umpires 
work on the web site, and use that information to pay the umpires at the end of the 
season.  When you receive game results from coaches, you MUST tell the coaches to 
send you the name or names of the umpires that worked the game (Divisions 3&4 and 
5&6 only).  From the screen above, you MUST confirm the umpire assigned matches 
what the coach supplied you.  If there was a change in umpires, and it is not correct on 
the screen, change the umpires to reflect who truly worked the game.  At the end of 
the season we can count the games, and make payments to the umpires.  We also 
can use this as a record of how we determined the payments, and umpires can see this 
and confirm they are listed correctly.  They will be logging in to the Officials area to see 
their schedules. 

After filling in the information, click on Submit, and the results will be recorded.  You can 
come back to this page if you later need to correct any information. 

Exiting the System 
Simply click Log out at the very bottom of the left hand menu.  This is good practice, 
and ensure that when you return to the site, there is no confusion that you are already 
logged in as a coach. 

Further Help 
If you are in need of using any additional features, or wish to learn more about features 
not explored in this document, please contact the webmaster.  The webmaster 
contact information is easy to find.  Simply use the Members page to look up who the 
webmaster(s) are! 
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